Seven Steps To Precipitation - Elohim Orion
And Eloah Angelica - Part 1 Step 3

BELOVED ORION and BELOVED ANGELICA
- Elohim of the Third Ray (Pink Ray - Ruby Ray)
- Divine Qualities - Love, Adoration, Gratitude
- Retreat - Over Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba, Canada.
Dear Soul’s we now continue with the task before us and call in the Beloved Presence of
Elohim Orion and Eloah Angelica to place the Pressures of Their Divine Love into Our Hearts.
As you read this allow that Love to permeate your whole being. Again this information was
channelled through Thomas Printz as part of the discourses from The Seven Mighty Elohim
Speak.
Beloved Elohim of the Third Ray, The Pink Ray of Divine Love
(DIVINE LOVE, COHESION, ADORATION AND GRATITUDE TO LIFE)
I am Orion, Elohim of LOVE – that Divine LOVE which has caused to come into being every
Sun and Galaxy in the Universe, every Star and every Planet, every Form, from the Great Solar
Galaxy to the tiniest Elemental and Atom belonging to this Planet.
Divine LOVE is a positive and not a negative quality. I come into the atmosphere of Earth now
on the Wings of Divine LOVE, bringing with Me the concentrated Flame of that LOVE. This
Flame has been the Magnetic, Cohesive Power which drew into being the Earth upon which
your feet stand, the very physical bodies in which you presently function and every other
manifestation which appears here. Every Form which you enjoy is a Part of My Being, held
together by the Flame of My LOVE, for, if Divine LOVE (which is COHESION) were to cease
to be, all in the Universe would return to the unformed and become, again, part of Primal Life.
This morning, I bring into the atmosphere of Earth the fullness of that Pink Flame and Ray,
individually, for you! I bring it as a melting, dissolving Spiritual Alchemy to remove those
resentments and pressures of energy within your feeling worlds, deeply imbedded within your
memories.

These pressures are caused by the records of many unhappy experiences of the past, which
have formed wounds and scars within your etheric (memory) bodies. These wounds and scars
burst open upon the slightest provocation, spewing forth again the poison of past antagonisms,
past feuds and past misunderstandings. Man knows not what he carries around with him,
buried deeply within that realm which science calls the “subconscious” mind, that realm in
which there are, atrophied, the memories of every experience, in every embodiment, from the
first day the life stream “fell from grace,” up to the present moment. Sometimes, those from
the God Free Realms, who guard and govern the destinies of world movements, almost shudder
when they look upon the ever weakening scar tissue which the glorious Builders of Form seek
to weave over those hurts and distresses in the etheric body. However, in order to fulfil itself,
the Divine Plan brings together, again and again, certain life streams, each one of whom
carries these memories of past enmities between them, the Divine Plan presenting, over and
over again, new opportunities to “make things right.”
Sometimes, the very proximity of these individuals to each other (even in Divine Service), will
cause provocations to arise, which are similar to those which made the original wounds. Then
these wounds are likely to burst open once more, tearing asunder the etheric body. This
releases, again, into action those feelings of rebellion and buried hates from the past, which
originally destroyed the comradeship and affinity of these life streams for each other, and
weakens those ties which should “Bind Their Hearts in Wondrous LOVE.” Beloved Ones, will
you now consciously give me your attention, please? If you know of any life stream with whom,
in this Earth life, you are not in complete accord, consciously draw the image of that person
before your mind’s eye now and let me give you of My Feeling of Unconditional Loving
Forgiveness toward that one. If you will accept this, it will cut you free from the recoil of the
energies of those past mistakes, which made the enmity in the beginning. Experiences of
physical embodiment, good or bad, weave ties that, if they are not worked out here on Earth,
will have to be balanced in another Realm, through your inner vehicles (etheric, mental,
emotional).
This hour, I blaze and blaze and blaze into, through and around you, the most concentrated
Action of Pure, Divine LOVE, increasing its Intensity and Pressure until it will be impossible
for you to even retain the memory of injustice, or to allow, again, the stirring of so called
“righteous indignation.” Accept this now and be free! This is the Gift of LOVE which I bring
into the heart and world of each one of you who will accept it.
I Am One of those whose Great Joy it is to paint upon the Cosmic Canvas, responding in LOVE
to Intelligences Who Desire to bring into Being, Whole Universes. Our First Activity is the
making of the DECISION wherein We WILL to comply with the Design created by some God
Being. Then, we look upon that Pattern held within the Bosom of the Great Being known as the
Silent Watcher and, in order to begin such Creation, First We (the Seven Elohim) join together
Our Energies in LOVE and consecrate them unto the completion of the God Design.
We LOVE to use Our Life to unfold some Portion of the Divine Plan, in some Galaxy or System.
The Great God Parents, themselves, (Helios and Vesta in this case), Designed a Universe with
Their Own Hearts and Consciousnesses, a Series of potential Planets, each to provide
habitation for the Evolutions which were to come forth thereon. These God Parents created
that entire Design in LOVE. He gave Intelligent Consciousness to you, so that you might share
the Joy of Creation.

When Helios and Vesta had completed that Design, it was LOVE in the Heart of the Great
Silent Watcher that answered Their Call and brought Her before Them. Then the Silent
Watcher accepted, into Her Bosom, Their Divine Design for this particular Universe. She held
it within Herself exactly as She received it from Them, until such time as the Elohim
(responding also to the call of LOVE), gathered around Her, looking upon the Divine Plan of
this Creation which She Held. For this Gigantic Task, the Beloved Helios and Vesta summoned,
to Their Assistance, the Seven Mighty Elohim.
First, the Mighty Fiat of Hercules went forth to Those of Us Who Work as One Body. He said:
“A New System Is To Be Born, a New Set of God Parents has chosen to Create a Series of
Planets. I Am Called upon to give the Decision as to whether or not the Seven Elohim will
choose to Cooperate with the manifesting of this Plan. Do You, My Beloved Associates, choose
to be a Part of this Creation?” In answer, Each One of Us rushed forth in LOVE, grateful for
Opportunity to Serve. Each of Us said, “I WILL!” As Spokesman for Us All, Hercules then
preceded Us to the Thrones of Helios and Vesta and, announcing Our Decision said: “Beloved
God Parents, WE WILL to Create Your Universe for you. What now is Your Design?”
It was LOVE which enabled Us to have the courtesy to Accept the Design of Those Beings,
rather than to Project Our Own. Then, in Their Great Wisdom and Light, Helios and Vesta
asked the Great Elohim, Cassiopea, to pass His Golden Flame through the body of the Silent
Watcher and reveal the Magnificent, Divine Pattern for this Solar System. We All stood looking
upon it with LOVE, Interest and Admiration, seeing the size of each Planet and the number of
life streams which were to come upon it. In LOVE, We looked upon the hope of the God Parents
of this System.
Then, in the Activity of My Ray (Divine LOVE) Our Service of Creation began. LOVE, the
Universal Magnet, which All Life MUST Obey, drew Primal Life from its quiescent State, at
My Command, and that Primal Life obediently took Form, according to the Pattern which We
perceived in the Bosom of the Silent Watcher. Thus We proceeded, in the Creation of Each
Planet.
Bless You Beloved Orion and Beloved Angelica – We Love You!
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Loving Cooperation in Rhythm
“First, there was Hercules’ WILL TO DO, then there was Cassiopea’s PERCEPTION, then
came My LOVE, the Focal Point, the Immortal Flame within the Heart of Our Creation. Next
came the Activity of the Elohim of PURITY, holding true to the Original, Divine Design, so
that, even unconsciously, there might not be imposed, upon this Pattern, some change of Form,
coming from some Other Galaxy, which We were completing, at other hours of the same day.
This Beloved Elohim held to the Purity and Symmetry of the Divine Design, in courtesy to the
Great Beings Who chose to bring it forth. Not One of Us would presume to enter upon the
Creation of the Planets of the System if, in Illumined Obedience, We were not Willing to follow
the Design of those Who Drew it forth.
“Then came the CONCENTRATION of Energy by the Mighty Vista (Cyclopea), so that all the
Elementals, Angels and Builders of Form could coalesce Their Energies and Talents around
One Planet at a time, when that One was being drawn forth into Form.
“This CONCENTRATION of the Mighty Cyclopea was so important, staying with the Divine
Plan for the Creation of Each Planet, so that when the Manu of the First Root Race was ready,
and His People were ready to take embodiment, We had not dissipated Our Energies in
Creating something which was more pleasing to Ourselves. Besides, in following the Divine
Plan given to Us, It enabled Us to have Planets ready on time.
“Then, as the Radiation and Power of the Mighty Cyclopea increased, We drew the Activity of
Arcturus, the RHYTHM of the Outpouring of Each of Us. This is One of the most important
Factors in Creation, for Rhythm provides nourishment for the Form. In your physical bodies,
the rhythm of your heartbeat and that of your breath determines the efficiency of the physical
form you wear. In your own precipitation, the rhythm, which you establish, will determine the
symmetry, beauty, accuracy, efficiency and general perfection of your manifest design.

For instance, We, the Elohim, offered to give a certain amount of our time each “day” to the
Creation of this One Planet and We all arrived on time, Rhythmically, no matter where We had
been or what We had been doing. Mind you, Other Galaxies, Other Solar Systems were being
Created at the same time! Perhaps We had better explain that We do not use “days” in the
same sense as you do here, We use the words “days” and “hours” (which scholars question),
because We must have some measure of expression which you will understand, in order to be
able to convey, to your minds, a Rhythm of Application.
“Our Seven Flames Fed Our “Infant” Planet, Breathing into it the Cosmic Application of
Creation. The Mighty Devas, Who Govern the Building of Form, also came in Rhythm and
gave Their Service, the Angelic Host came and gave Their Service, Rhythmically, too. The
Directors of the Elemental Kingdom and the Elementals, Themselves, also Worked in Rhythm
with Arcturus, the Great and Mighty Elohim of the Seventh Ray.
“Here, again, there is the inversion of the action of the Sixth and Seventh Rays, in the Elohimic
Activities, so far as the Building of Planets is concerned. Here the Seventh Ray (representing
Rhythm) precedes the Sixth Ray (representing Peace). The reason for this is that the Rhythm
of Building is a part of the Service of the Seventh Ray, in order to permit the coalescence of
Universal Light into Form. The Sixth Ray (Ministration and Radiation of PEACE) is the
solidifying of the Perfect Design. This now takes Seventh place, so that when the Earth was
completed, as it First began its own revolutions upon its axis, the Music of the Spheres began
to pour forth from that Planet.
“Therefore, lastly came the radiation of the Elohim of PEACE (“Tranquillity”), which held
the Form of the Earth from disintegration, because, where Harmony, Peace and Tranquillity
abide, that which you have drawn forth cannot either be taken away from you or disintegrate.
Just as you shellac certain things to preserve them against rust and decay, so does the Activity
of the Elohim of Peace Enfold and Seal All Creations in the Entire Planetary Scheme brought
forth by the Elohim, for the period of existence Designed for that Creation, by the Divine Plan
held in the Mind of the Universal First Cause.
“Again came the importance of Rhythm, as the Beloved Amaryllis (Goddess of Spring), brought
springtime to Our Earth, successively, for nine hundred years. Only then was Our Planet ready
for habitation.
“In this same manner, We proceeded with the Creation of the other Planets of this System.
“These are the SEVEN STEPS TO PRECIPITATION (Creation) used by the Elohim and
Builders of Form, on a Cosmic Scale. You and every individual who desires to become Master
of the Creation of Form, must also learn to use these same seven steps.
“I Am Orion and are here in your Service!”
Dear Soul’s, You Who Are Reading this,
I have just returned from a weekend with the ‘I Am Family of Light’ with Usa, Akasha and
Asun, along with many other Divine Beings of Love and Light, like Jesus, Mother Mary,
Archangel Michael, St Germain, Goddess Victory, Sanat Kumara and even Mother Teresa and
others, and the messages that were given across the board, was that there is no longer any time
that can be wasted giving One’s attention to anything or anyone who is not prepared to give
their utmost attention to what is taking place around the planet today!

Beloved Victory, said, “Forcibly if necessary, remove all obstacles that obstruct or diminish
or create blockages or boundaries. They are no longer able to prevent what is happening at
the forefront of Earth matters any longer”.
Sanat Kumara said, “that the call for assistance went out 73,000 years ago and only 10 million
people from Earth answered his call. He said that the 3rd Golden age was a complete disaster
and the way this Seventh is looking, all stops, must now be pulled out, so that what appears to
be upon the planet today, things are not looking that wonderful. Today only 3 million are here
upon Earth that have not been removed or deactivated from the Light, or have been smothered
in darkness to the effect of be rendered useless to today’s Light Cause”.
St Germain was not impressed by humanity who call themselves Light Workers, for He sees
so many who have not committed, regardless of how much information they are given and how
much guidance that comes from Spirit.
The Kuan Yin communication within the Elemental Grace Alliance speaks much of these
things, She said “there are 3,600,000 people with potential, but only 11,200 who are at the
point of presently being in the final stages of absolute full commitment to taking on their I Am
Presence Light Body!”
You each have now been informed of the situation, no-one can be or will be forced to take part,
that will be your free will, but I wish to say here again, if there is no participation through full
commitment by anyone on the Path of Light now, they will no longer be given any further
assistance. Spirit is only going to give their attentions to Who truly commit. It is all a matter
of human Will to Do and Will To Be, that is required now!
The Divine Director of the Earth Has Decreed just a month ago, September, 2015, that until 1
person has now fully embodied His or Her Christed Light Body, no Spiritual Master will ever
be allowed to make Their physical Presence Known Upon Earth.
Dear Soul’s we are at a fork in the road of Our Ascension. There is a division within mankind
coming! Our choices, on which one we choose to take, is our free will. How do you choose?
Bless You
Peter

